March 26, 2013

Honorable Eric Feige  
House Resources Co-Chair  
State Capitol, Room126  
Juneau, AK  99801

Dear Representative Feige,

Thank you for allowing Savant Alaska LLC ("Savant") to offer this written testimony regarding SB 21 Oil & Gas Production Tax.

Savant first began investing in North Slope state leases in May of 2006. In the winter of 2008, after licensing some 200 square miles of 3D seismic data, Savant drilled its first exploration well, a dry hole, from remote, man-made, ice island in the Beaufort Sea. In the winter of 2009, Savant, with its working interest partner ASRC Exploration LLC ("AELLC"), began actively drilling and exploring in the Badami Unit as a result of a commercial agreement with BP Exploration (Alaska) Inc. ("BP"). In the winter of 2010, Savant made its first discovery in a secondary Killian sand exploration target located within the Badami Unit. The primary horizon in this well was dry. During that same winter ice road season, Savant notably drilled the first horizontal well in the Badami Sands pool. Later that year, Savant and AELLC elected to restart the then dormant Badami processing plant and pipeline to resume production from some of the wells in the Badami Sands PA, the new horizontal well, and from the Killian Sands discovery well.

In January 2012, Savant succeeded BP as the Badami Unit operator and became just the fifth production operator on the North Slope of Alaska. The Badami Unit has produced over 1.1 million barrels of oil at an average of 1279 barrels of oil per day since production was resumed and new oil was brought on line in November of 2010. The Badami Unit continues to produce at about the same level today.

The Badami Unit, with low production and high operating cost, is a marginal oil project by any standard. There is no gravel road access from the main North Slope infrastructure, drilling activities are limited to winter when ice road access is available, open water barging operations only offer some minor well services support in summer, and air transport must be relied upon at all other times. Even so, production from the Badami Unit employs approximately 45 contractors and Savant employees, the majority of whom are residents of Alaska, to operate the Badami Unit. Without the herculean efforts of its contractors and employees, and the various tax credits available under the original ACES legislation, Savant and its
working interest partner, AELLC, could not have accomplished what they have to date at the Badami Unit.

The proposed SB 21 Oil & Gas Production Tax legislation will negatively impact Savant's ability to maintain or grow existing production, both in the Badami Unit and on its leasehold outside of the Badami Unit, for the following reasons:

1. The elimination of “a credit for a qualified capital expenditure incurred to explore for, develop, or produce oil or gas deposits located north of 68 degrees North latitude” after December 31, 2013 will cause Savant to invest less of its capital in the marginal exploration and development opportunities in the Badami Unit.

2. The Gross Revenue Exclusion (GRE) not being allowed for new oil within the existing Badami Sands PA will cause Savant to invest less of its capital in the marginal development opportunities within the Badami Sands PA.

3. By not extending the Small Producer Credit under AS 43.55.024 to 2022, Savant, a very small producer, will be less likely to explore for and develop any oil and gas deposits on its leasehold outside of the Badami Unit.

4. Removal of the modification of the Exploration Tax Credit (ETC) that eliminated the 3-mile buffer for drilling and extended the deadline for ETC’s to 7/1/2022 removes any incentive for Savant to explore the small, one-well, marginal exploration targets within the Badami Unit not associated with any current production and on its leasehold outside of the Badami Unit.

In closing, Savant urges the House Resources Committee to consider certain changes to the proposed SB 21 to provide further incentives for small producers to continue to explore and develop the smaller marginal targets, in and outside of existing units, on the North Slope of Alaska.

Thank you again for allowing Savant to submit this written testimony.

Very Truly Yours,

[Signature]

Greg Vigil, President